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1. Name : Mr. S. Karthikeyan    Interview Date: 07.04.10 

Qualification :  MBBS     Board: Prof. D.P. Agarwal 

Hobbies :   

Option :  1. Psychology 

     2. Geography 

 

Intro: I am a doctor and IRS(IT) probationer.I was the last candidate in the afternoon session. 

I wished the chairman and the board members good afternoon and the chairman gestured me to 

sit down. 

I said thank you and sat. 

C: but I didn‟t ask you to sit down. 

Me: (I didn‟t know what to say actually, but he started laughing and said its ok. May be a stress 

test) 

C: are you a doctor? 

Me: yes sir. 

C: karthikkeyan? What does it mean? 

Me:sir,it is one of the names of lord muruga. 

C: yaeh,related to ganesha right? 

Me: yes,sir.he is the brother of lord ganesha 

C: rat is related to ganesha. what animal is related to muruga? 

Me: sir,its peacock 

C : why only IAS? Why not IPS? 

Me: I was rejected for IPS on account of flat foot last year. 

C: ok.if not for that,will you prefer it? 

Me: yes sir, in that case IPS would have been my second preference 

C:the oppurtunities in ias is very much broader than that in the ips. 
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Me: yes sir, I do agree. my first preference has always been ias. but then ips also has a much 

larger role to play in the welfare and development of our society. a country can achieve its 

potential only when law and order and justice prevails. moreover the common people especially 

the poor and the downtrodden are very much afraid even to enter a police station thinking of the 

harassment and corruption they might encounter inside. I would like to change that scenario and 

make police people friendly. 

C: in what division of police would you like to be in? 

Me: sir, law and order. My second preference would be investigation. 

C: why should the government invest in primary health care?can it be given to private hands like  

they do in secondary and tertiary sectors? 

Me: sir,certain basic and essential things such as health,education,public infrastructure etc should 

be taken care of by the government.moreover in a country with nearly 40%poverty ratio, most 

people cant afford private healthcare costs.also private sector generally invests in profitable 

ventures,but welfare and development cant be seen in economic terms alone.so it becomes the 

duty of the government to provide such essential services. 

C: ok.then tell me  the areas which the government can privatise?defence? 

Me:sir,defence manufacturing is a strategic area wherein govt need to have much control.even 

there certain areas have now been allowed for private participation.for other areas, I would say 

telecommunications,highways,and all other manufacturing units as such where govt can be a 

regul;ator and facilitator rather than producer. 

C:then,shall we scrap pradhan mantri gram sadak yojana? 

Me:sir,rural roads need to be a priority of the government and it needs public investment.whereas 

other roads are concerned, we can go in for public private partnership as we are doing now. 

C: what other areas can be privatized? 

Me:sir,all other manufacturing industries such as cement,steel etc need not be run by the 

government.(I didn‟t know what say further.he said ok and allowed the first member to ask 

questions. 

M1:one general question.you are a doctor and now an irs officer.why do you want to become an 

ias? 

Me: (I could answer this satisfactorily telling my experiences with the lowest rung of the society 

as a doctor) 

M1:as an officer how will you tackle corruption? 
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Me: mam,first I will be a role model myself for others to follow.(she interrupted and asked some 

general measures to route out corruption in our country as a whole) 

Me: mam,first prompt and effective punishment should be given for erring officers(she again 

interrupted .wont it just add on to the large now of cases already pending?) 

Me:mam,in our country laws are strong but their implementation is weak.we need to bring in a 

transparent and speedy process of punishing corrupt officers.moreover such punishments need to 

be publicized in the media heavily so that it would become a detternt to others.also the honest 

ones should be encouraged and need to be publicized too so that they would become an 

inspiration for others to follow. 

C:do you think media is totally service oriented and honest? 

Me: yes sir.certainly we cant generalise that all media are honest and socially responsible,but we 

can definitely find many who will be ready to help in this regard. 

M1: is it legal to do so? 

Me:mam,I am not sure about the legality aspect but generally I think the government should 

expose such corrupt elements. 

M1:wont they file defamation case against you? 

Me: mam, our past central vigilance commissioner Mr.Vittal successfully did it during his 

tenure, and I am sure I can do it too. 

M1:whom do you think are responsible for major part of bad loans of banks?a few big borrowers 

or a large no of smalll borrowers? 

Me:big borrowers generally default more and also escape because of their money and political 

clout. 

M1:then why do banks lend them more? 

Me: first,its mainly because of corruption wherein corrupt bank officials get money and provide 

loans to such big borrowers.then,they consider big borrowers as much more faithful than small 

borrowers for their own reasons whereas the facts turn out to be the opposite. 

M1:there is one more important reason.it is easier to process one big loan say for 1000 crores 

than to processmultiple loans of say 10000rs each. 

Me:yes mam.its also an important reason. 

C:she was asking about corruption and you are talking about bad loans.what about 

corruption?only media? 
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Me: (I became bit confused at this as I was actually answering to the  bad loans question)sir, I 

was talking about big defaulters of bank loans(the lady member was nodding her head.I got bit 

relieved).as far as corruption is concerned (the chairman stopped me at this moment,laughed and 

asked the lady member to continue.may be a stress test again) 

M1:(she guided me to the next member) 

M2:India is successful in many fields.can you name such technologies? 

Me: sir,computers that is information technology,bio technology,space technology.. 

M2:yaeh,space .India has advanced space technology.what about remote sensing? 

Me: yes sir.India has  advanced remote sensing capabilities.our satellites have achieved less than 

one metre resolution. 

M2:what do you mean by 1 metre resolution.can we be photographed? 

Me: sir,I mean less than one metre accuracy. 

M2:yes,it is accuracy not resolution.ok name some remote sensing satellites? 

Me:cartosat1 and 2,oceansat irs 1b,2b etc 

M2:yaeh,irs series.how are they useful? 

Me:sir,India being an agricultural country and most of the area  being rainfed, satellites are 

useful for detecting weather patterns..(he interrupted.these are done by different set of 

satellites.what about irs) 

Me:sir.they are useful to delineate areas with different natural resources,such as minerals and 

thus help in their utilisation for economic development.they help in the survey of land areas and 

agricultural patterns and thus help in better planning and also useful in collecting such statistics 

over a large area. 

M2:yes,but how are they better than usual methods 

Me:they are cost effective,less time consuming and holistic in nature. 

M2: what else? 

Me: they are also more scientific(he laughed and passed the baton to the next one) 

M3: why is cricket more famous in India? 

Me: sir,cricket has a long history in India.moreover the decline of hockey after 1980 and the 

world cup victory of 1983 made cricket the most sought after sport in India.the world cup victory 
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provided the much needed sponsorship support for cricket.also cricket can be played anywhere 

with just a ball and a bat,be it in streets or fields of rural India. 

M3: but football needs even lesser investment,just a ball. 

Me:but football doesn‟t have a long history in India has cricket does.the british introduced us to 

cricket long back. 

M3:but English are good at football too. 

Me:I agree sir.but they did not promote football in India as they did for cricket. 

M3:why has T20 become very famous? 

Me:sir,the shortened duration of T20 makes it comfortable for viewers wherein they need to give 

just 3hrs of a day to enjoy a game of cricket.the rapid action and continued thrill throughout the 

match makes it more interesting.especially it has become more apt in this era of fast-foods.I 

should add that the clever marketing strategies by the ipl promoters have also led to the rise of 

this form of the game.T20 has made cricket a family outing. 

C:say ,you have become an ias officer.you are made a district collector and you go to the 

district.you are garlanded and taken in a procession.what will be your inner feelings at this 

moment? 

Me:I would like to pay back their love and affection in terms of good deeds as a collector.it 

would remind  me of my responsibilties towards the district people and will motivate me to work 

harder to keep up that respect. 

C:what else?wont you feel proud of becoming a collector? 

Me:sir,for me becoming an ias is not an end but the beginning.there is nothing to feel proud 

when I become a collector,rather I will feel proud only when I am able to have a significant 

positive impact on people using my position as a collector.I will feel proud only after such work 

is done not before it. 

C:is it given anywhere in your duty book that you need to serve the people? 

Me:sorry sir,I don‟t know about that but I think it is very much implied in the name ,public 

servant,that his duty is to serve the public. 

C:Is it the duty of a civil servant to serve the public? 

Me:sir,by way of performing the duties assigned to him, a civil servant directly or indirectly 

serves the people. 

C:so you are here to serve the people. 
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Me:yes sir,I am  here to serve the people. 

(then he directs me to M4) 

M4:you were talking about primary health care.what about secondary and tertiary healthcare ? 

Me:sir, secondary and tertiary healthcare is generally available in urban areas as they need 

specialized doctors,more investment and higher doctor population ratio.private participation is 

much higher in these areas. 

M4:what is telemedicine? 

Me:it is a  concept wherein a doctor by way of IT and telecommunications diagnoses and treats a 

patient in a different location. 

M4:do you think telemedicine will be helpful in India? 

Me: yes sir it will be of great help to India.particularly it will be useful for people in remote 

places and rural areas to get specialist help from cities.it can help in taking secondary and tertiary 

care to rural and remote areas of India.it will also save time and money and will partly solve the 

problem of shortage of specialist doctors in such areas. 

C:but do you think an illiterate villager can make use of it? 

Me: sir,basically such telemedicine centres should be located in primary health centres and the 

doctor there should be trained in such applications.he will give primary health care to villagers 

and get access to expert advice for secondary and tertiary care.by this way,we can make full use 

of telemedicine in India.moreover our IT expertise and satellite technology will be of great help 

in this endeavour. 

C: you were talking about poor health care in India.but our health scenario is not that bad.we 

have improved a lot. 

Me:sir,I do agree we have improved a lot but there is lot more to do.we should be sad about the 

pace with which we are improving our healthcare scenario and we should be able to change to it 

for better at a much greater pace to achieve the dream of becoming a super power in this century. 

C: thank you karthik. 

(I thanked him and the board members and left the place. totally it lasted around 30 to 35 mins.)   
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2.Name :V. S Aravind     Int. Date : 05.04.2010 

Qualification: M.Sc agri     Board : Shashi Uban Tripathi 

Optional:   

 

Chairman 

 About My Banking Experience? 

I worked as Asst Manager is Agri Rural Banking Division – ING Visya Bank – 

Hyderabad 

 Why did I resign my job? 

I was not to devote time of my studies. 

 What are our strong fundamentals of our economy? 

3 sectors . Agriculture, Manufacturing, Service (Primary, Secondary,) 

Gross Saving Rate 

Gross Capital formation Rate 

Gross Investment Rate 

Direct Tax to GDP ratio 

Growing Telecommunication 

Triaging ours is a domestic demand driven economy.  

Member 1 

 Reasons  of sugar Price Rise? 

Cyclical season, declining acreage productivity, globally, Brazil diverting to ethanol  

 From which country one are importing sugar? 

I was not sure. He said it was Brazil  I thanked him. 

 If you are appointed as a diplomat, being an agricultural graduate how will you tackle? 

Since I have both urban and rural experience and being an economic graduate t will try  

to bring economic interaction with the country of my appointed and India 

 

  Who introduced Rain water harvesting a Tamilnadu? 

Under the previous regime headed by honble Chief Minister J.Jayalalitha. 

 But of no Use? 

No sir water table has increased even is our apartment I have seen it 
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 What are the other country of water to Chennai 

Telugugana Project, Desalination plantsat nemmeli  and Manali. 

Member 3 

 Do you Play Cricket? 

 At Which level? 

 Why not a bowlen? For your physique ? 

 What qualities you will bring in administration by playing cricket: 

   Concentration power and adoptability making friends 

Member 4 

 What is green energy? 

 Where are wind plants located in Tamilnadu? 

  3 passes  Aralvaimozhi,  Shengattai pass,  Palghat pass, Kayathar region, palladam 

region. 

 Difference b/w palm tree and coconut tree? 

If grocusion dryland condition minimum water requirement, but you coconut a plantation  

crop requires. Water nutrients fertilizer 

 What is CDM and carbon crodit? 

Clean development mechanism -  under Cup 15 developed countries give developing 

countries  guids R & D to tackles climate change 

CC – It is one tone equivalent of CUZ emission its equivalent. Which is sold in green 

exchanges at  18, 19 funds of this can be utilized in  to tackle climate change 

 What is 2-c- Patta? 

Sorry sir I am not same 

 Irrigation in TN? 

Aid projection TN IAMWAARM 76000 under irrgn 

NREGA impetus given to coral desilteng and watershed activities 

Member 5  

 As a layman, problem in agriculture? 
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1. Fragmentation of land 

2. Lack  of timely available of inputs 

3. Declening productivity of soil 

4. Lack of  remuneration to garments 

5. Poor and inefficient marketing channels. 

 What about solar energy? 

Sir in western parts and southern parts cur can install  

 It is very custly? 

Yes Sir 

 Where does Equator pass in India? 

It does not pass but beneath srilanka it goes 

 Then why cant we install in karala, since it is equation? 

Sir Keralareceives orographic rainfalls solar energy we need lok of in solation that‟s why 

are can‟t use 

Chairman 

 What is Indians coastal length? 

7500 km 

 What are our territorial waters? 

12 Nauticalmiles 

 They went deep into geography? 

Smiling I said, I don‟t know 

 I am going deep into geography? 

Simling I obliged 

 She said my interview was over 

I smiled and thanked and left 

 Why can‟t we go you mechanization? 

Sir in India pen capital land availability it is only 0.7 ha majesty of farmers are small and 

marginal so we can‟t go you mechanization 

 What do you suggest? 

Corporate farming cooperative farming  
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 What is a Gcrtigicial rainfall? 

By the use of silver and silver iodide we will arbicially deed cloud and produce rain 

 It is a success in India? 

Neighbouring state of AP has tried but a failuring even chaina has tried but a failure 

 If you are posted in a district where there is no water will you far artificial jain? 

Sir I will try to utilize present parasactters to the best possible 

 No present promoter are there what you will? 

Sir if that is the last resort then I will definitely go seeing the exigency in hand. 

 

3. Name: R. Ragapriya            Int. Date : 22.04.2010 

Qualification: BDS              Board : IMG Khan 

Optional:   1. Sociology 

                        2. Psychology 

I was the second person for the interview. I entered once the bell rang and greeted the members. 

Mr. Khan asked me to take my seat… 

Chairman: Welcome Ragapriya. Please sit down [looks at my bio-data] Oh, you are a dentist.  

Have you practiced anywhere? 

Me:  Yes sir, I had practiced for a few months after I completed my internship in 2008.  

But I didn‟t continue once I started preparing. 

Chairman: Ok, will it be of any use to you? I mean, in case you become an IPS can you exact  

teeth for prisoners [laughs].  

Me:  Yes sir, I can help them with their dental problems. 

Chairman: Oh, ok, but what if you use extraction of teeth as a method of torture [ laughs  

again; in the initial  part of interview he was trying to keep situation light and  

jovial, later on he listened attentively] Ok tell me what is third degree torture. He 

then enters in to a discussion with member 1 about what that torture could be… 

Me:  Sir, excessive use of physical violence (chairman cuts in) 

Chairman: Oh, so what is first degree and second degree.. what difference is there? Ok, tell  

me why there is torture in India? 
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Me:  Sir, torture is used as a technique of interrogation to extract information from  

prisoners [and I talk about condition of Indian jails, stressful conditions under  

which police work and how they are overburdened] 

Chairman: Ok, but what about techniques like water boarding in advanced countries? Is that  

acceptable? 

Me:  No sir, definitely not. 

Member 1: Ok, tell me what difference is there? Why torture is there even in advanced  

countries [ I draw a blank here] he gives hint about authority 

Me:  I catch the clue and tell them about how authority gives power and desensitizes  

people 

Member 1: Ok, If you‟re posted as IPS, what changes would you want to make? 

Me:  I talk about how I would prevent my subordinates from over using their authority  

maintain friendly relations with people and improve police-people relations. I also  

mention other reforms. 

Member 1: Ok, can you do anything specific? You have told me about general police changes  

that could be done [I draw a blank again] 

Member 1: What about community policing? 

Me:  Definitely sir. That is a very important aspect of policing [I give him certain  

examples of community policing] 

 

[Until then, I felt this part of my interview didn‟t go too smoothly, the chairman seemed to be 

trying to make the atmosphere light, but he kept changing his questions and moving between 

questions which made it difficult for me to give a coherent answer. 

Member 2: Ok, tell me about psychometric tests? Reliability and validity 

Me:  I tell them but the terms don‟t seem too clear to them [and to me] 

Member 2: can you tell it with some examples? 

Me:  I use IQ as an example with some help from chairman. 

Member 2: Ok, tell me about mining and effects of mining? 
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Me:  I talk about environmental and habitat destruction Flora fauna and displacement  

of tribals 

Member 2: What about people who work there? 

Me:  Yes sir, the people who works there are subject to many health hazards…and the  

talk goes to pollution and environmental degradation. 

Member 3: Ragapriya is a sweet name? What does it mean? 

Me:  I explain and she nods and similes at me. 

 

Member 3: Ok, Ragapriya, tell me about self help groups in Tamilnadu? 

Me:  I explain about how it has created a network support among poor women and  

gives them financial stability. 

Member 3: Why do think TN has been successful with S.H.G? 

Me:  Greater governmental participation and better awareness levels among women. 

Member 3: Ok, tell me what changed could be done with municipal administration in your  

area? 

Me:  Sanitation, water problems and waste disposal [I explain in detail] 

Member 3: Ok, have would you used I.T in municipal administration? 

Me:  I explain about maintaining a data base and networking among different  

department for quick redressal of complaints and improving efficiency [All  

through his, Chairman kept nodding his head encouragingly] 

Member 3: Ok, tell me about microcredit and how it would help? 

Me:  Mam, microcredit is an efficient way to give financial inclusion to the poorest of  

the poor [ Chairman agrees], who cannot give assurance of security to  

conventional banks. [I talk in detect about its benefits and how his being used in  

developing countries as a poverty allocating measurements] 

  over all the lady member seemed satisfied with my answer 

Member 4: Ok, what do you think is indicator of women‟s empowerment? What do you think  
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are the main things which help in empowering women? 

Me:  Sir Literacy, health, awareness about legal rights and ability to take independent  

Decisions 

Member 4: Ok, What about working women? Is that a sign do? 

Me:  Yes sir, working women are financially secure and would be able to make  

independent choices. 

Member 4: Tell me about role conflict in working women? 

Me:  Sir, Though they are financially secure, they still (perform majority of household  

duties too [ I explain about work life balance]  

Member 4: Tell me about the kind of relationship a man and woman have when the woman is  

working? How does it change? 

Me:  Sir, the relationship tends to become move complementary, they tend to approach  

each other as equals and they take decisions together. 

Member 4: Ok, do you think disintegration of joint family is a boon for working women? 

Me:  [It was a tricky questions I felt], sir I don‟t think there is any direct correlation.  

Disintegration of joint family system is connected to other factors such as  

economic expediency. [ how families get scattered because of work in different  

places but still they try to maintain contact]      

Also there are many joint families which encourage their daughters to achieve  

their best in their profession [ chairman and member 4 nods]. So I wouldn‟t say  

breaking of joint family is a boon to working women. Rather, it is the different  

social conditions that prevails. 

Chairman: Ok, tell me about female infanticide in TN 

Me:  I talk about prevalence is Dharmapuri, Salem, some areas of Madurai 

Chairman: Ok what do you think are the causes? 

  Do you think dowry has a connection? 

Me:  Yes sir definitely. There is a perception in such families that women are a burden  
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to society [ I cute an example of an advertisement I saw “ Spend 5000 Rs now and  

serve 5 lakh Rupees later” and all the members murmur in agreement] . and talk  

social and cultural factors for those beliefs. 

Chairman: Ok, Ragapriya, Where all in India have your travel?  

Me:  Sir, Chadigarh, A.P… 

Chairman: Ok, since you are from south full me some language spoken in Uttarakhand,  

Bihar, Assam. 

Me:  Sir Uttarakhand and Sirthndi [He expects some more then tells one about  

Kumaoni & Gharwali] 

Bihar:- Bhojpuri, Hindi, Maithili, [He nodded],  

Assam:- Assamese, Bengali, [He nods] 

[Ok, Ragapriya thanks for staying with us. You may now leave. 

I wish all of them and leave. Interview lasted for around 25 minutes. Board was  

very cordial and Mr. Khan was very casual in his approach. 

 

 

 

 

4.Name: G. Manigandasamy            Int. Date : 22.04.2010 

Qualification: BE (Mech)             Board : Nirbhay Sharma 

Optional:   1. Geography 

                        2. Tamil Lit. 

Chairman:  

1. What is your name? 

2. What is your Roll No? 

3. What is the meaning your name? 

4. Where are you working? 

Member 1: 

1. What is national in legration? 

2. What is the status of national integration now? 

3. What s the problem is northern-eastern states? 
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4. Why they are isolated from mainstream? 

5. What are all the Terrorist organisaiton which are working in northern eastern states? 

6. Who are all the leaders? 

7. Why it‟s under developed? 

Member 2: 

1. How geography helps you in administration? 

2. How north eastern stats differ from other states in terms of 

- Society 

- Culture  

- Economy 

- Development 

3. Why human rights violation in police force? 

4. Tell me about new legislation related to police department? 

5. How national integration evolving? 

6. How national integration related to culture, social values? 

Member 3: 

1. Law and order comes which subject in the constitution? 

2. Tell me about law and order and its related subjects in constitution 

3. Difference between state, central and concurrent list 

4. Status of internal security in India 

5. Difference between state police, central paramilitary force and military? 

6. Where its Latin America? 

7. Name of countries is South America? 

8. Which country is oil producing about South America? 

 

Member 4: 

1. In which  part of Arunachal Pradesh, China is claiming? Why? And India‟s stand? 

2. Name of north-eastern states? 

3. What are all the geographic reason in which northern eastern states are under developed? 

4. What‟s happening in Meghalaya is last two days? 

5. What are all government steps to improve northern states status? 

6. Tell me about Loot-east policy? 

Chairman: 

1. What‟s happening is Nepal now? 

2. What are all the internal problems prevailing in Nepal 

3. Any link between Nepal militant and China? 

4. Why monarchy abolished in Nepal? 

5. Any problem in the family of king (Nepal)  
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5. Name: C. Kannan             Int. Date : 22.04.2010 

Qualification: B.L              Board : Nirbhay Sharma 

Optional:   1. History  

                        2.Tamil Lit. 

 

Chairman: 

Currently which posting you are held? 

Why do you want to leave IRS 

Member 1: 

Have you ever visit district collectorate? 

Do you have any specific meeting with collector? 

Member 2: 

Tel about Vijayanagar Empire 

Member 3: 

Why TN advance in governance 

Member 4: 

Tell something about Indian Economy 

6.Name: M. Karl Marx             Int. Date : 08.04.2010 

Qualification: Textile Tech.,              Board : IMG Khan 

  Infrastructure Management 

Optional:   1. Geography 

                        2. Tamil Lit. 

My interview was started with my photo 

 It was stained in the UPSC campus 

Chairman:  asked what happened to your photo graph 

Me:  I explained what happened during the certificate verification 

Chairman: Why the UPSC doesn‟t go for poimetric and other advanced things instead of  
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using photographs 

Me:  Yes sir, we should do it, in the future. 

Then chairman started questioning me, 

Chairman: Karl Marx from which place? 

Me:  Rhine region of German sir. 

Chairman: Where he died? 

Me:  In London sir 

Chairman: Karlmark himself spent latter part of his like in a capitalistic country. Isn‟t it a  

contradiction? 

Me:  Socialism, Marxism and capitalism  are o concepts having  its own merits &   

Demerits. At that time for his developments living is a capitalistic country gave 

him lot of freedom. So the chosen England to live. 

Chairman: Tell about KarlMarx 

Me: He is a social scientist; he had a comprehensive over different concepts such as 

Economy, philosophy, sociology, polity. He was known for his work Dam capital 

and his theory of surphas value. 

Chairman: Why there are two different budgets one for Railway & another for the rest? 

Me: Railway is being a big network, it is easy to maintain if it has its own budget. 

 

Chairman: So defence also have very big network, then why don‟t has an its own budget. 

Me: I started to answer. But I was not able to recollect the specific reason so I said 

sorry sir I am   not sure. 

Chairman asked the first member to ask questions 

Member 1: What is meant by infrastructure? 

Me: It is the selection of any structure, over which all the action takes places 

Member 1: Is India has adequate infrastructure. 

Me: We are moving towards the adequate level. 

Member 1: How? 
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Me: Fund allocation for infrastructure development in this budget, investment plan for 

11
th

 & 12
th

 five year plans indicates our government‟s intention to develop a very 

good infrastructure. 

Member 1: What is PPP? 

Me: Public private partnership sir, a way of a attracting funds and technologies to the 

infrastructure development 

Member 1: Why there is cost overrun and time over run is almost every PPP Project? 

Me: Land Acquisition is the main problem.  If we provide proper rehabilitation & 

resettlement plan, the problem will be solved. 

Member 1: There is another problem other than land acquisition? Do you know? 

Me: There are some technical problem leads to delay to the project. 

Member 1: No. other than this 

Me: No sir, I don‟t know 

Member 1: Ok leave it. 

Member 2: What is a Blow room? 

Me: Blow room is a place where cleaning and blending of cotton fibres taken place 

Member 2: Why blending is necessary? 

Me: To reduce the cost and maintain the yarn informing throughout the year 

Member 2: How much the cost of raw material to the total cost? 

Me: Around 60-70% sir 

Member 2: What are the seizing parameters? 

Me: I don‟t know sir. 

Member 2: Do you know CPM & PERT 

Me: Yes sir. 

Member 2: Is it possible a project has more than one critical path 

Me: No sir. 

Member 2: No it can be more than one 

Me: Thank you sir. 

Member 2: Do you anything about PERT Rate? 
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Me: No sir, I don‟t know 

Member 3: Tell about the census 2011. 

Me: Collecting data base of our citizen in more wider way than the previous census. 

Member 3: Why we are conducting census? 

Me: Having the very basic details of our people will help the government to provide 

better services and take necessary action against much area. 

Member 3: Be specific 

Me: For poverty reduction, we should know the current employment condition, 

standard of living, facilities they have based on there we can identify the under 

developed area and section of people. Then we should concentrate on their 

upliftment. 

   Member 3: In what way the census details will help in the infrastructure development. 

Me: In the census questionnaire, details of housing in those, whether it is a permanent 

house, owned or rented our hut etc. Based on this we can identify the area having 

cronic housing problem. Then we can provide housing facilities to that area. 

Member 3: What are the infrastructure facilities to be given for agriculture development? 

Me: Irrigation is the basic facility to be given. Development of water sheds, rain water 

harvesting, post harvesting facilities such as storage, connectivity to marked and 

financial service etc. 

Member 4: Tell some famous textile varieties of India. 

Me: We know about cotton from the Indus civilization period. Our Muslim cloths are 

very famous from the Roman period. Banaras and kanchipuram silks are famous 

worldwide. 

 

Member 4: Tell about Egyptian cotton 

Me: It is a long staple cotton fibre. 

Member 4: No, No tell in a layman way 

Me: Length of the cotton fibre is long in Egyptian Varity. The shiner of the fibres also 

very good 

Member 4: What about Indian varieties? 

Me: Indian varieties having medium and short fibre length 

Chairman: Ok Karlmarx your interview is over. You can go. 
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Me: I thanked everyone and went out. 

 

 

7.Name: R. Vinoth Priya                                    Int. Date : 24.04.2010 

Qualification: MSc Agriculture                                          Board : Dr. K.K. Paul 

Hobbies: Kitchen Garden, Cooking (South Indian) 

Optional:   1. Geography 

                        2. Public Admin. 

Chairman:  

 

1. Do you know about Agricultural Debt waiver, and the most of the farmers are 

committing suicide, Do you have any alternate measure to save them from money lender 

equation is too lengthy. 

2. What is you are name, Date of Birth and Roll No? 

3. Pallavan Grameeu Bank is like Bangladesh Grameeu Bank 

4. What is your role in your Bank? 

5. Where is the head office 

6. How many accounts you Bank have? 

7. Do you closed any account by using Debt Swab Scheme. 

8. We have Nuclear energy, solar, coal, petroleum, gas, so what is the method of generating 

electricity? 

9. Do you have Kitchen garden in your home? 

10. Which are all the plants you will grow? 

11. Don‟t you grow Brinjal? 

12. What is the reason, not using Bt Brinjal? 

13. How much amount do you waived? 

14. We have good relationship with Bangladesh, Do you know about north eastern states. 

The river on which we are building dam, tell me the name of the dam? 

Member 1: 

1. Securitization Act? 

2.  Any advantage? 
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3. Ever visited Government office, the people not functioning well, any feedback about 

this you heard 

4. How to rectify it? (I said about my training experience, to approach customer) Is it 

they are not getting any training? 

Member 2: 

1. Can you explain me, I don‟t about NPA? 

2. Do you think it affects other customer, bale performance? 

 

Member 1: 

1. What is priority sector? 

2. What is the percentage for agriculture? 

3. What is the total percentage for priority sector lending? 

 

Member 2: 

1. Do you have (in Bank) any special previllage to women agricultural beneficiary? 

2. Women beneficiary – divorce, widower like 

 

Member 4: 

1. Regarding rocket technology? 

2. What the stages in rocket launder of rocket? 

3. Fuel-for that? 

4. Recent technology? 

5. Cryogenic technology? 

 

Member 4: 

1. Many questions regarding rocket technology? (I don‟t remember all the questions 

regarding this? 

2. What is H bomb? 

3. What is Atom bomb? 

4. India, Do you have atom bomb, in world which are all the countries posses atom bomb? 

Composition of atom bomb? 

5. What is plant? Onion, is the plant, bulb, is it bulb-3 questions 

 

Member 3: 
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1. Regarding rocket technology he again started but I said sir I know only about the stages 

and fuel, I don‟t the technology take 

2. What is atmosphere? 

3. What are all the layers? 

4. Do you know about ozone, In which layer f.. ozone 

5. Do you know about ozone hole, what will be the effect, it will directly reaches without 

foltering? 

6. What are all the other effects? 

7. Kyto protocol 

8. They implemented it? Why? 

9. What is the level 

10. The level of China and India regarding 

11. The emission level of USA and India 

Member 4: 

1. What are the difference in ingredient in South India and North Indian? 

 

Member 1: 

1. Some more important things in their tell me like she asked? 

 

Member 2: 

1. In the state the law and order situation, and Governor sleeping, not at all .. to introduce 

Article 356? 

2. What is failure of constitutional machinery? 

 

 

 

8.Name: V. Sri Vijay                                     Int. Date : 24.04.2010 

Qualification: B.Tech (Chemical Engg)                              Board : Mr. P.K. Mishra 

Optional:   1. Public Admin 

                        2. Geography 

Chairman:  

1. What is your name? 

2. So you have done your schooling from Mettur, say about Mettur Dam 

3. Say about Salem District (My native) and what is it famous for. 

4. What is the social problem of your district and what are the government steps. 

5. Tell how a collectorate looks like  
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6. Name three constitutional authorities other than president etc.  

Member 1:   

1. What is a Parliamentary form of government?  

2. What is a union list, state list and concurrent list? 

3. With whom the residuary power lies?  

4. What are the needs which Maslow has talked about   

Member 2: 

1. You are from Sastra (My University) what is it. Tell about Deemed University 

controversy.  

2. What is Latex, Resin and its uses? 

3. What is Desalination and the process? 

4. What is a Pilot plant and tell some examples? 

Member 3: 

1. What is a Tagline (My hobby) and in what way it is useful for a company? 

2. Name some taglines and its usefulness for those companies? 

3. What is the second tagline for Infosys 

4. What is NIA, NSG, MSG (Monosodium Glutamate) 

5. Who is the chairman of 13
th

 Finance Commission and what are the recommendations? 

Member 4: 

1. What is the difference between Lab chemicals, Domestic chemicals and Industrial 

chemicals 

2. What is a plastic and a polymer 

3. What are the recycling methods 

4. Do you read Auto magazines and why is Auto industry concentrated in Tamilnadu. 

5. Where is Saneeswaran temple located. What are the other religious shrines in its vicinity 

Chairman: 

1. Tell about corporate governance, its components and who ensures it. 

2. What is the relation between continental shelf and maritime zones? 

 

 

9. Name: P. Sundarajan                                    Int. Date : 27.04.2010 

Qualification: MCA                                                Board : R.K. Mishra 

Optional:   1. Sociology 

                        2. Commerce 

I am the last candidate “May I came to sirs? and Greet them “Good Morning sirs” and “Good 

morning madam” They wished and the chairman asked me to sit. I take the seat. 
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Chairman: What is Tiger pouching? And how to protect let tell 5 steps 

Me:  Killing tiger for commercial purpose skin to bone for immune booster sup by  

Chinese people 

Chairman: I understand it. What about the steps? 

Me:  First, we need more enforcement staff, more weapons, more infrastructure.  

Without these facilities it is unable to protect the tigers. If we provide all these  

facilities. Why we talk about step 2, 3, 4 and 5. Step 1 is enough. 

 

Chairman: Looking me for few seconds) good. Its enough. 

  Census: what is census 

Me:  Sir, Pardon me, are you asking human census or tiger census 

 

Member 1: Ok Sundar, Let tell about human census and why we need it? 

Me:  Census is very important sir, By proper census only we know the details/  

information of people, male, female literate ratio etc. so it‟s very essential 

 

Member 1: I agree it okay 

 

Member 2: What is Narsimhan committee? 

Me:  (At that time, I was unable to recollect the details) I simply told them sorry sir, I  

was unable to recollect. I guess it may be RBI reforms, any. 

 

Member 2: Okay no problems 

Member 2: What is CAD and its uses 

Me:  CAD meant Computer Aided Design. We can take the blue print of all  

manufacturing products, building drawing etc. 
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Member 2: Correct ok.  

  (A few seconds gap nobody asking me any questions. I simply keep smiling) 

(Chairman is talking with member something) 

 

Member 1: What is current Tax celling? 

Me:  I told the answer  

upto 1,60,000  no tax 

1.60 – 2  10% 

The details about the tax. 

 

Chairman: Ok sundar, why we give tax concession to lady. What so special for them. He  

himself talk why I need to pay tax more 

Me:  At that time, I looked naturally. The lady member she smiled at one. I make a  

small smile on her 

 

Chairman: Why you are looking to her let tell the answer 

Me:  I take few seconds sir, at the beginning, true was no lady staff in our admin. To  

encourage them we provide more financial concession to them. There is nothing  

wrong in it. We can provide more also.  

(Actually the chairman was not satisfied) but the lady member agree my views  

and the lady member made some conversation to chairman. 

 

Member 3: G+k/Gfhu/ Tell about it 

Me:  I told me story of Kanagai, Kovalam and the foot rpyk/G destroy the Madurai 

  (All are listening ..) No cross questioning  

Member 4: Who is best parlimentation? 

Me:   Sorry Sir, I don‟t Know who? 
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  (Later I know, Murali Monohar) 

Member4: Sensex – Explain 

Me:  It is related to stock market dealing in Mumbai 

Member4: How it affect? 

Me:  Due to internal & external factors i.e. rouse in oils price, gold price, markets etc 

Member4:  Okay. 

Member 4:  Do you Know Rajaji? 

Me:  (I Wondered about the question) & tell him yes sir, I know about him 

Member 4: okay, what are the positions held by him 

Me:  (I made a mistake by telling) he was the last viceroy of Indian and CM of TN  

(later I relaised) pardon me sir, I made a mistake the was not viceroy but last  

Governor General) (I didn‟t panic about my mistake) 

Member 4: You are correct okay. 

Member 4: What is noise level indicator? 

Me:  (I know little about the subject) I told him sorry sir I was unable to recollect it. 

Member 4: Okay no problem 

Member 4: What is analog and digital signal 

Me:  I told about the technical details in analog and about 1G phone and 2G, 3G.. etc.  

(I was not satisfied about my answer).. a little bit confused. 

My remarks/Views 

1. All the members are cordial 

2. No panic questions. All are unexpected simple questions 

3. I better feel saying “sorry sir, I don‟t know” 

4. Anyhow they will not ask questions more than 20-30 minutes, it is necessary to keep 

ourselves confident, cool etc… 
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10. Name: K. Aravind                              Int. Date : 28.04.2010 

Qualification: BE                                                      Board : Shashi Uban Tripathi 

Optional:   1. Public Admin 

                        2. Geography 

1. Working experience and how many years? 

2. Name of company? 

3. India Vs China growth comparison? 

4. Natural Justice? 

5. Rural development programmes of Tamilnadu 

6. Present work status? 

7. State emergency Vs National emergency 

8. Educational status in India? 

9. Factors retard education in India? 

10. Secretary and member secretary status? 

11. Agricultural problems in Tanjore district? 

12. „Bata‟ – Company belongs to which country 

13. Fully technical and foreign trade related questions (My background) 

14. Cabinet secretary and equivalent post in states? 

 

 

11.Name: V. Sasimohan                    Int. Date : 27.04.2010 

Qualification: B.V.Sc                                        Board : P.K. Mishra 

Hobbies: Essay writing, Quiz & Football 

Optional:   1. Geography 

                        2. Political Science 

 

Chairman: 

1. Question on my hobby – essay writing 

2. On topics written – „India of my dreams‟ 

3. Define inclusive growth 

4. Status of inclusive growth in India 

 

Member 1: 

1. Disabled person rights 
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2. Designing a blind friendly building 

3. Provisions for disabled persons in UPSC building 

4. Ethics of Animal rearing for food 

 

Member 2: 

1. Questions on veterinary instructions in India 

2. Difference between essay and assay 

 

Member 3: 

1. Latitude and longitude – uses 

 

Member 4: 

1. Questions related to veterinary science 

2. Experience as a field veterinarian 

 

Chairman: 

1. Question on football 

2. How to kick a penalty stroke 

3. Question in political science – a quota of J.S. Nill and asked to explain it. 

 

 

 

12.Name: P. Vimalraj IRS          Int. Date : 06.04.10 

Qualification:                                      Board      : Nirbhay Sharma 

Optional:   1. Geography 

                        2. Public Admin. 

 

This is my 4
th

 interview  in Civil Services Exam and  2
nd

 time with the same board, I‟m the 5
th

 

member to be interviewed in the morning session., Board has  1 lady member. I wished 

Chairman first and wished lady member next, then other members finally. 

Chairman:  

1. What is your name? 

2. What is your date of birth? 

3. You  even  didn‟t  have  geography  as your subject in your 12
th

 then why did u choose it 

as your optional? 

Ans:  I have choosen because of the availability of the material sources and coaching.  

4. Then I‟m going to ask u some questions in geo.,? 
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5. Which state has largest population in India and how much? 

6. Which state has largest area in India? Smallest state in India? 

7. What is the population of Europe? What is the population of India at the time of 

independence and now? 

8. What is GDP? Explain in values? 

9. What is Suez Canal? When it was constructed? 

10. How   many  states  does USA has?   

11. From   where  does US got the Alaska?  

12. What  is the strategic importance of Alaska? 

Member 1:    

1. Why Income Tax act looks very complicated and how to solve this? 

2. Whether this years Budget is against the Aam admi? 

3. What is SEZ? What are the advantages for India in developing SEZ‟S? 

4. WHAT IS WEALTH TAX RATE? 

5. What is Laffer curve? 

Member2: 

According to you which the good technology in automobile in minimizing the pollution? 

Ans : Hybrid Technology. 

 

Who are all implementing this tech very well?  

Ans: Toyota and Honda. 

 

What about Maruti‟s level in this tech?    What is Bharat4 n Euro4? 

You been completed your engineering in 2004 what you are doing then?  

Ans : Preparing for the civil services these times. 

 

You didn‟t get any placement in your college?  

Ans: Ive got placed in SPIC but I didn‟t joined. 

 

Give few ideas in reducing the traffic by Tax applications?  

Ans: By imposing Luxury Tax etc. 
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Our tax system looks very much biased towards the rich? 

Member 3: 

Whether our National Security Adviser has to be from Generalist or Specialist background? 

Which country apart from India in South Asia to get affected by cyclones?  

Ans: Bangladesh. 

Is it right to put our Army in the works of rescue during natural disaster? 

What is national disaster management authority? How to strengthen that? 

Member 4:  

 You have Bird Rearing as your hobby, what bird you reared?   

Ans : Pigeon(expected qn‟s from that area) but the next qn is .,     

 Apart from Pigeon which bird you reared? 

Whether  India should change its stand and support Afgan with its Army? 

India‟s role in development of Afganistan? 

Reason for PM‟s visit to Washington?    

Ans: To attend the International Nuclear Summit. 

Chairman:  

What is the objective of International Nuclear Summit? 

What is the problem between USA and Iran? 

What is the real issue behind USA‟s confrontation with Iran?      

 Ans:  Iran directly putting threat on Israel which is the natural ally of USA, through which USA 

maintaining its influence over West Asia.  

What is the recent statement from Iran about Israel and who made it? 

Ans : Iranian President made it “If Israel didn‟t stop its offensive against Gaza then they will 

soon wiped off from the world map”. 

Whether Iran directly putting pressure on Israel or through any other bodies? 
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Answer: Sir to my knowledge there were two parties one Hizbollah in Southern Lebonan and 

another Hamas in Gaza strip, these two parties are supported by Iran and they directly in 

confrontation with Israel. 

Chairman: Ok, your interview is over, you can go now. 

I have thanked everybody and came out. 

Interview went up to 30 to 35 minutes. 

 

 

 

13. Name: Mr. P. Sridharan IPS         Int. Date : 26.04.10 

Qualification:                                      Board      : Mr. K.K. Paul 

Optional:   1. Public Admin. 

                        2. Geography 

 

1. What is your Roll No., Date of Birth? 

Sir, my roll no.051675   

 

2. What is your name?  

Sir, I am P.SRIDHARAN 

 

3. What should be the strategy to Naxalism? 

        Sir, we need a two pronged strategy to tackle naxalism, one is strong and focused police  

  action and the other is to bring socio-economic development. 

 

4. Why naxalism has spread from tribal to non-tribal areas? 

         Sir, the leadership provided by the leaders like kondapalli sittaramaiah,ganpati,kisanji  

and others. The spread of the ideology to those areas, addressing the grievances of the 

tribals, other people etc., are reasons for the spread. The Board Chairman interupted here 

and said that the leaders do not come from the tribal areas. 

 

5. What are the reasons for the tribal problems? 

       Sir, the causes for tribal problems are land alienation, exploitation by the private forest  
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contractors, miners, bureaucratic/ government insentivity/apathy, low socio economic  

development, not giving them forest rights. etc, 

  

6. What are the policies,programmes taken by the Government of India to solve the 

problems of the tribals? 

     Tribal Sub-Plan of 1974,  Tribal Rights Act or Forest Dwellers Act,2006  

  

7. Tell us the Tribal Rights Act fully. 

         I said Sir, Tribal Rights Act 2006, then Forest Dwellers Act,2006. But the correct answer  

is ST's and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers(Recognition of Tribal Rights) Act, 2006. 

 

8. Why pace  bowlers or fast bowlers prefer grassy cricket pitches? ( My hobby is cricket) 

Because grassy pitches helps is swing ie deviation of the ball ie seam movement. like in-

swing, out-swing, reverse swing.  

 

what is the technical reason for it? 

sir, the grass will reduce the effective friction of the ball and so it skids through easily. 

bounces and fast too. 

 

9. What is Good Governance? 

Sir, Good Governance is the world bank imposed concept in 1990's in which the 

governance aims at establishing rule of law, ensuring transparency,accountability, 

responsibility protection and promotion of human rights. 

 

10. What is Governance and What is Administration? 

          

11. Why you opted/ prefered I.P.S. again? 

Sir, there is a case pending in the Supreme Court regarding the reservation policy for 

OC's, OBC's, SC's/ST's, so pending the verdict of the case the service may or may not 

change. so i opted for it again 
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12.  How many months you are into I.P.S. training? 

          Sir, i am undergoing 5th month of training 

    2nd Member 

12. What is the reason for the IPL Cricket controversy?  

          The controversy is between the Former Minister of State for Foreign Affairs and IPL  

Commissioner Mr.Lalit Modi regarding the Kochi Team ownership, bidding etc., 

           

         What steps you will take to prevent such controversies in future? 

          Sir, the IT department and Enforcement Directorate should regulate the affairs regarding  

the competitive bidding etc.,     He interupted and asked whether these two bodies are  

enough to regulate it. i said yes sir and further Ministry of Sports Affairs should 

control,regulate and direct these bodies. There should be transparency in Ownership 

rights, bidding process, broadcasting rights,etc.,  BCCI and IPL Governing council  

should be transparent in the dealings 

      

13. Who is your favourite Cricketer? 

 

14. Upto what level you played cricket? 

 

15. What are Junk Foods? 

 

16. Is Corruption in India increased or decreased? 

        Sir, Corruption has now increased in India. 

        What are the laws, methods to tackle corruption in India? 

Sir, Right to Information Act(RTI)Act,2005, Prevention of Corruption Act,1987 , e-

governance, Citizens Charter, 

Judges Enquiry Act,200  to bring about Judicial Accountability, Whistle Blowers Act , 

Ombuds man like Lok Pal, Lok Ayuktha.etc., 

17. What are all the legislations/laws we have for education in India? 

 

18. Who heads the Committee on Higher Education? 

 

19. What are all the recommendations of that committee? 
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20. What do you thing are the Reasons for the Ram Setu problem? 

        What is your opinion about the Ram Setu or Adams Bridge? 

        How will you solve the problem? 

21. What are all the conditions for the formation of Police Commissionarate in Cities? 

        Why do we need it? 

        Does it violate the rule of Natural Justice? 

                4th (Lady) Member 

 

22. Primary and Higher Education is South East Asian nations are far better than that in 

India. Why after 

        63 years of Independence it is not upto the mark as the other S.E.Asian countries? 

   

23. Who coined the word BIMARU? 

I said i do not know sir.  ( the answer is Ashish Bose in 1980's ,Economist  and Ex  

planning commission member) 

    

           5th(lady) and 6th(male) Members observed me and did not ask any questions. They only  

observed me. 

                       

 

14. Name: Mr. J. Nivas DSP          Int. Date : 23.04.10 

Qualification:                                      Board      : Sashi Uban Tripathi 

Optional:   1. Geography 

                        2. Tamil Lit. 

I asked may i come in , chairman nodded , went inside , wished good evening madam and all the 

other members. i was offered a seat i said thank u madam n sat . 

CM : Your name is NIvas, sounds very different is it . 

ME : yes madam it was originally srinivas , it was entered nivas in my school certificates and it 
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continues. 

CM : i will call u nivas - me - ok madam . 

CM : nivas , r u working anywhere 

me :Yes madam currently working as deputy superintendent of police in tamilnadu police 

department . 

CM : when did u join . 

me - i joined in november 2009 madam . 

cm - u r under training ? 

me - yes madam . 

cm - what training u are provided there 

me - madam we are trained to strengthen our body and also we are trained in the varoius laws . 

CM:tell me what is the reason for this shift from engineering to police . 

me- in police we are able offer instant solutions to aggrieved people madam we are able to serve 

more people whereas in industry our we are limited in developing engineering skills . 

CM - see u were working as aproject engineer in water treatment plant as an engineer and u were 

serving many people . yes madam but it was more of self,  personality development there madam  

CM - police sometimes are not serving the people what do u say about this 

me - yes madam i agree sometimes they do not hear to people , itis because , a robbery or theft 

becomes a daily routine to police , whereas it is once in alife time incident for the people .we 

have to give behavioural training to the police . 

 

CM - is it being given in ur academy , yes madam - we are given the training and even we learn 

sign language also . now she passes on to other member . 

 

no1 : so u are in trainining , what laws are u being taught . 

me - in IPC upto generalexceptions sec76 to 96 , Indian evidence act till sec 32 dying declaration 

, crpc upto security proceedings - sec 107 to 110 . 

no1 - now tell me why confession b4 police is not accepted - me - sir it is because -police can 

obtain the confession which they want thru using torture .but confession b4 police is admitted in 

certain cases , shall i elaborate sir . 
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no1 - not required , tell me U r a DSP nad the govt doesnt beleive in ur statement - don u want 

this to change .me - sir why confession b4 police is not admitted is because only magistrate can 

determine the truth . 

no1 - ok fine , will u support change in law that confession b4 police can be admitted .  

me - yes sir . 

 

no 1 - tellme in tamilnadu the police are siding on any of the two parties aiadmk or dmk , why is 

this interference . 

me - sir i admit there is some amount of political interference but our higher authorities are 

taking necessary action over the persons concerned. 

 

no2 - tell me wthter u have read any book on period between 2 world wars .me - no sir - but i 

know what happened at that time - no2 - have u read any book . me - honestly no sir . 

no2 - ok now carefully listen to this statement " the britishers treated India like cows and the 

french treated india like their mistress " what can u infer . 

 

me -sir from a cow we  are sucking everydrop of milk . like wise the britishers have sucked every 

drop of wealth from us sir . every one want their mistress to be good looking sir , likewise the 

french have developed pondicherry a planned beautiful city .  

no2 - no u didnt understand the meaning of mistress - me - sorry sir i told u what came to my 

mind when u told the statement . 

 

no2 - u ve to grow up to understand the meaning of mistress . by the way half ur answer was 

right . 

me - thank u sir - i will find out the remaining answer after interview  

no2 - good . 

no3 - so u r from VIT - a deemed university . 

me - yes sir . no3 - tell me this deemed universities are good or bad . 

me - ( this is where i made the mistake ) i said these deeemd universities - i donot welocme - i 

will explain why with my own example . I got a govt quota seat i paid only rs 15000 per year , if 
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i had to study in deemed univeristy i would have never studied in VIT .also the yashpal 

committed also recommended for stopping this process since after 1990 many uinversities have 

come . 

n03 - so no govt seats in deemed yniversities - me - they conduct only common entrance test sir . 

n03 - tell me any 3 famous deemed universities . 

me- (i told only VIT as i can only think of it ) 

n03 - thats fine . dont u know of IISC , BITS pilani . me sir ithought of BITS sir , n03 - u should 

have told no . 

n03 - ok do u think IITs are serving the purpose ? 

me - yes sir definitely they have provided some of the good engineers to india , but the no of IITs 

are very less sir . 

no3 - how many are ther now  . iam not sure but it is defintely over 10 . 

no3 earlier it was 7 , now it is 15.  do u think this no is enough ? - me - no sir -no3 - so what is 

the optimum no - can we have one in every state - me - yes sir sure . 

no3 - though the IITs are good , many of the iitians go abroad and brain drain happens . 

me - sir though brain drain happens many iitians are contributing to india from abroad sir . n03 - 

thats after 1990 only - me - yes sir - no3 - do u think they have achieved their purpose . me - yes 

sir they are conducting good research - n03 - then whats the problem - {member was helping me 

allthrough and finally when i said reserach is not made practicable he and chairman gave a nod } 

 

no4 - (this person was from north east - he was very  emotional - i never was able to satisfy him 

in fact i escaped from his question saying im now in training once i ve field exprience ican tell 

better) 

this person asked abt insurgency , he said in north east there are more security personnel per 

person .what u will do to incerase morale of police . 

me - i told abt performance based incentive to police , inservice promotion and even the problm 

of leave to boost the morale of police . 

 

CM - ok this is the final question -  is a unipolar world possible now ?what is multi polar world 

 

me -( this is where i made the second mistake)- i said UN can help for a unipolar world by 
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integrating all countries .multipolar isaid - it is where the regional powers play a big role . 

cm- tell me some regional players . 

me - china india , latin american countries . 

CM - i asked u abt unipolar  and ur answer is different - (saying this she closed my file ) 

me - i asked madam have i misunderstood u madam - hearing this she felt bit annoyedthen no3 

came to my rescue he explained b4 coldwar situation and present situation . 

now CM  also told regarding multipolar u r answer is right . 

me- i said thank u then i came out.... 

 

 

15.INTERVIEW DATE: 10.04.2012 

SESSION:FORENOON(MORNING) 

BOARD:VENKATRAMI REDDY 

OPTIONALS: Geography, Public Administration 

 

 

QUESTIONS: 

Entered and wished everyone. All 5 were gentlemen and no lady member. 

Chairman: 

1. Do You believe that "there is a woman behind every man's success"? 

2. Then will you accept that "there is a woman behind every man's guilt"? 

3. Why only 33% in women's reservation bill and why not 100%? 

4. Why do you want to join Civil services when so many opportunities 

are available for MBA? 

 

Member1: 

1. What is Fibonacci series? 

2. What connection does this series have with nature? 

3. You are an administrator and there are many projects in front of 

you. How would you choose from among them? 
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4. What is IRR(Internal Rate of Return)? 

5. What is Net Present Value? 

6. What is Call and Put options?(Connected with Stock and Futures market) 

7. What is PERT? 

 

Member2: 

1. What is Indian Standard Time? Why it is needed? 

2. Who travelled around the world first? 

3. What is the significance of the international date line? 

4. What are time zones? 

5. Are there countries with more than 1 time zone? Name a few and the 

no. of time zones they have? 

 

Member3: 

1. What are the laws legislated for women empowerment? 

2.An important such law was amended to include right to property for 

women, what was it? 

3. One word in particular was changed in this law, what was it? 

4. What does Hindu Marriage Act deal with? 

 

Member4: 

1. What is Marketing Mix? 

2. What are the 7C's in marketing mix? 

3. What are the 5 forces in Porter's model? 

4. What is Swot Analysis? 

5. You are a DM. There is a communal riot in your district, what steps 

would you take to contain it? 

6. Did you read today's newspaper? There was some news about Srilanka, 

What was it? 

7. Why do you think Srilanka is suddenly opposing the Kudankulam power plant? 
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Chairman: 

Why have you written Kerala in the 8th place in your state preference? 

It is very close to your state na? 

( For this question, before I could answer, Another member came in 

support of me. Then the Chairman and that member had a short 

conversation) 

Ok Adelinde, Your interview is over. You can leave! 

 

I thanked everyone and left. 

 

 

16.Board:  RanjiniRazdan Mam 

Question: 

Mam:  Name, Roll No. 

1. Do u Read any English daily? (Given reading tamil weeklies as hobbies) – Ans: Hindu 

2.  Why Hindu? 

3. What is the symbol of hindu? 

4. What is Arab Spring? 

5. What is the reason? 

6. When it was started? Where? Route?(countries) 

7. What are the similarities between these countries? 

Member 1: 

1. What is LTTE? 

2. Why they rebelling against government? Any specific causes?  

3. Was language related to this rebel? 

4. What is the minimum distance between the India &Srilanka? (in KM) 

5. Do we need a relationship with Srilanka? (in what areas) 

6. What r the problems associated with Sethusamudrum project? 

7. Do u believe it was made by Rama? (asking geographical reason for the formation of 

Ramsethu)? 

8. What is ur opinion on This project? Shd we go for it or not? 

Member2: 
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1. What is energy security? 

2. Do we have energy security? 

3. What is the installed electricity capacity of India? 

4. What are the mineral resources we have in abundant? 

5. From which countries we are importing natural Gas & why? 

6. What are potential areas of natural gas in the world? 

7. How to use this for India‟s energy security? What are the difficulties? 

Member3: 

1. What is ur hometown is famous for? 

2. Which is the most famous temple in ur hometown? 

3. How to tackle illegal mining at ground level as well as at Management level? Ur 

solutions? 

Member4: 

1. When banking has come to India? 

2. Who started it? 

3. What is RBI? 

4. What is the difference between RBI & SBI? 

5. What is Monetary Policy? 

6. What are the functions of RBI? 

7. When SBI was founded? 

 

 

 

17.Name - P. Vijaideepan 

Qualification - MBBS 

 

Optionals - 1.Geography 

                 2.Sociology 

 

 

Chairperson - Alka Sihori 

 

1. how stethoscope works? why doctors asks to take deep breathe while 

auscultating? 

 

M1-- 1. what is genome? its uses in medicine? 

        2. what is DNA finger printing and its application? 

        3. impeachmeant of president 
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M2-- 1. National knowledge council 

        2. Aruna rai and her contribution.. (indirectly asked about RTI) 

        3. comment about higher education commeecialisation 

 

M3-- 1. Is nitrogen gas poisonous? how? treatment? 

        2. health hazards while climb mountains? 

        3. what is pulmonary edema 

 

M4 --1. which tamil kings have naval force 

        2. where and name of temple built by tamil kings in south east asia 

        3. in india mobile phones are more than sanitary latrines.. comment 

 

Chair-- 1. why do we rear pets 

           2. what are infra and ulrasonic sounds 

 

 

 

 


